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A Sea Change Part 1
BY SHEILA BURVILL OHS Member
O n M a y 1 5 , 2 0 1 9 my
gardening life changed completely,
for that was the day we moved
from a single family house with
back and front gardens to a third
floor condominium apartment with
a roof terrace. We downsized from
a 40 by 100 foot garden plot to a
13 by 22 foot concrete terrace.
We had lived in the house
for 37 years. It faces south but
with the largest section of land
to the north of the house. When
we moved in, there was a group
of shrubs planted under the front
windows plus a weigela at the
driveway corner of the house and
a city-planted, fairly small sugar
maple out front.
The back garden was
mainly lawn but there was a low
hedge along two sides (north

and west) with a shallow strip of
plantings in front of the hedge
on the west side. The north-east
corner was appreciably lower
and heavily shaded by two huge
neighbouring trees – an oak and
an ash. Along the east side and on
another neighbour’s land, there
was a smallish butternut tree and
a young but rampant Manitoba
maple, the neighbour’s garage,
and next to it, on our property, a
raised bed completely stuffed full
of mint. The wonderful thing about
the backyard is that it is on two
levels with a dry stone retaining
wall with the south upper level
some three stone steps above the
lower. Some good bones, in other
words.
As for plants in the back,
other than the mint and hedges,

there were three peonies and a
whole slew of marigolds although
the following spring revealed quite
a few tulips in groups near the
hedges plus some crocuses, a
new-to-me low purple flower that
came out at the same time as the
crocuses (it turned out to be Iris
reticulata) and many charming
blue flowers hither and yon (Scilla).
That was it.
F ro m t h e g et - g o , o u r
neighbours all mentioned that
the original owner of the house
(built in 1948) had been a great
gardener who had created a
wonderful flower garden around
the house and wasn’t it sad that it
had mostly been taken out after
he and his wife had died? He had
done much to improve the original
soil, bringing new and better loam
to supplement what the builders
had left behind and even went to
the extent of sieving it all to remove
stones. And, oh yes, he had the
most wonderful delphiniums,
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exactly over there. (They all pointed
to the same north west corner of
the back yard.)
Well, what could I do but
make my own garden, one with
more and different flowers and
with at least three-season interest.
So I boldly dug out and completely
removed the front yard shrubs,
replacing them with whatever
caught my eye in a few nurseries.
A big mistake! All the plants I put
in to replace the shrubs did very
poorly, my having overlooked
the abundant shade and rain
shadow along the front of the
house. Moreover, removing the
shrubs exposed unattractive cellar
walls of boring cement. That was
the first disaster but gradually I
learned how to garden, mainly
by making mistakes, reading
books and magazines, consulting
neighbours, talking to nursery staff,
signing up for plant catalogues,
observing front and sometimes
back yard gardens whenever I
could, and watching to see what
seemed to grow well and what
died. I did plant some delphiniums
and placed them exactly where
the neighbours had pointed. Such
a surprise the next time they

mentioned them! Alas, I chose the
tall Oregon-developed delphiniums
and after three years took out the
spindly, sparsely-flowered stalks
that remained.
It took three years to get
rid of the mint in the raised bed in
the back yard.
I probably made every error
possible but it was still fun. Let’s see
– I went through a prolonged stage
of planting things I liked wherever
I wanted but without any overall
plan. I must say I did do a good
job with tulips, choosing a variety
of colours, shapes, heights, and
seasonality and I knew enough to
plant them in groups rather than
rows. I took a similar approach
with irises, planning out just which
ones I would order and where
I would put them to take over
and mask the tulips once their
flowers had faded. But the best
laid plans… In this instance, our dog,
Al, who so carefully watched the
iris planting project one day, the
next day carefully dug them all up
and apparently had loads of fun
flinging irises and labels hither and
thither so whatever plan I’d made
was totally destroyed. The irises did
grow but certainly not where they

were supposed to.
A few years on, I discovered
the greater appeal of repetitious
planting so that it was no longer a
collection of odds and ends but a
more rhythmic planting of similar
groupings. I think it was about
that time that Lyn Taylor invited
me to attend an OHS meeting. I
won a door prize which happened
to be an unusual Pulmonaria. I
planted it, it thrived, and a whole
new gardening world opened for
me. Now there were other, more
experienced gardeners I could
consult at the monthly meeting,
gardens to tour with knowledgeable
owners to show you around, sales
where you could buy tried and true
plants at reasonable prices, new
kinds of plants to try out (oh, the
joy of native plants!) and more.
Lyn got me involved with the OHS
newsletter early on which gave me
the opportunity to do some writing
and, in the course of researching
articles and editing those that
others had submitted, I learned
more and more about how to
garden. So gradually, I became
more competent when it came
to choosing, planting, and caring
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for a variety of different plants. I
even learned what kind of soil to
order so as to improve the quality
of my growing medium, and how
to make really good compost.
However, the aspect that
completely escaped me was
that of an overall design for my
garden. I eventually figured out it
was better to get rid of most of the
struggling grass in the front yard
and to replace it with plants that
could be grown under what had
become a fair-sized maple. Thus
began the great hosta binge as
more and more varieties settled in
under the maple and in the beds
along the front of the house.
Out back, though, it was
a different story. A friend kindly
pointed out that while I had some
really nice plants there, none of
them were taller than three feet
or so. Good point! I’d managed to
create a two dimension garden
when three would have been so
much more interesting. That’s when
we planted the serviceberry tree,
for sure the smartest thing I ever
did. That tree anchored the back
garden and any further changes

were made in reference to the
serviceberry so some kind of
coherence gradually appeared.
Moreover, since I was diagnosed
with cancer shortly after its
planting, the serviceberry came
to symbolize my success in dealing
with the disease. I’m pleased that
we both managed to prosper, the
serviceberry and me. My illness
sharpened my sensibilities and I
got rid of all the pink flowers that
I’d always disliked, keeping only
the charming, beautifully scented
Geranium dalmaticum. And I finally
decided that the kind of garden I
wanted was a fairly casual one,
something like what you’d find
naturalized next to a small woods
but nothing too rigid or fancy.
My husband Eric, when he
retired, took over responsibility
for the vegetable garden and
converted the raised bed out back
into a rock garden. All was well. Our
dog, Earl, had his secret spots in the
shrubbery in which to hide and rest,
Eric had his own areas to putter
around in, and I had developed a
garden needing intensive care only
from about mid-May to late June.

The rest of the year it basically took
care of itself.
However, the day finally
came when we could foresee
that we should simplify our living
arrangements to mitigate the
hazards of old age. More specifically,
my knees could no longer withstand
the usual gardening activities
without complaining. So we found
a condominium nearby being built
by a reputable firm and we looked
at floorplans. In this 62-unit building,
there were several designs for two
bedroom apartments, all with at
least one balcony. But there was
only one that had a terrace big
enough to accommodate more
than just window boxes and a
few planters. That terrace sealed
the deal and on May 15, 2019 we
moved into an apartment more
or less finished inside but with ongoing construction above and
outside our place.
And how did we do
downsizing the garden to just some
planters on a terrace? Stay tuned
and check the next issue of the
OHS newsletter in June. ▪
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Coming up soon!

Macoun Garden Spring Bulbs
BY TUULA TALVILA OHS Member

A s yo u m a y re c a l l , i n
2017-2018 members of the OHS
conducted a joint project with the
Friends of the Experimental Farm
to mark the 125th Anniversary
of the OHS and Canada’s 150th.
The final stage of this multifaceted historical project was to
plant spring-blooming bulbs in
the revamped perennial bed of
the Macoun Memorial Garden in
the Ornamental Gardens at the
Central Experimental Farm.

We purchased 447 bulbs
(252 tulips and 195 Narcissus/
daffodils) of selected heritage
varieties that were developed
prior to or during the 1930’s,
when the Macoun garden was
established. Our planting team
of Lynn Armstrong, Rob Brandon,
Blaine Marchand, and Tuula Talvila
got the bulbs into the ground in
September 2018. This year our
bulbs should be putting on a nice
show in their second spring.

Top: Macoun Memorial Garden, from the movie “From Spring to Fall: A year’s record
of some of the ornamental features and plants at the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa”, filmed circa 1940 as a “drive through” of the farm and gardens.
Bottom: Macoun garden bulbs blooming in spring 2019 (photo by Tuula Talvila)

“While the varieties of
Narcissus are still in their
prime, the early Tulips begin
to bloom, and these, with
their brilliant color, make a
delightful contrast with the
Narcissus. By having a good
assortment of Tulips, flowers
may be had throughout the
month of May, and sometimes
well in to June, as later
blooming varieties keep up a
constant succession.”
From the 1916 document “Ottawa, A
City of Gardens” by William T. Macoun,
R.B. Whyte, F.E. Buck, and J.B. Spencer
(published for the Ottawa Horticultural
Society).
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Coming up soon!

Tulips

Tulips are Central Asian species (genus Tulipa) in the lily family Liliaceae, originating in regions
of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and nortwestern China. From this area of high diversity,
tulips eventually spread westward into Europe, southwest into the Middle East, and eastward to
Mongolia and southern Siberia. There are approximately 120 Tulipa species; some of these are
grown horticulturally today but most of the dazzling array of tulip varieties were derived from
the diversity of the species tulips. For horticultural purposes, tulips are classified into 15 divisions
defined by flower characteristics (e.g. flowering time; single or double flowers; shape, patterning, etc.).
The heritage varieties we planted in the Macoun Garden include:

Tulipa clusiana var. ‘Chrysantha’ c.1928

Flowers are vibrant yellow, flushed warm rose toward
the petal edges.1
Early blooming species tulip named for Carolus
Clusius, a 16th century Flemish horticulturist;
originating in Afghanistan, Kashmir, and on the
Himalayan slopes into Tibet.2
Photo attribution: Ghislain118 http://www.fleurs-des-montagnes.net [CC BY-SA]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tulipa_clusiana_var_chrysantha_3.JPG

Tulipa dasystemon tarda c.1877

Diminutive, early blooming species tulip with starshaped yellow flowers and white tips.1
There seems to be confusion between T. dasystemon
and T. tarda and in reality our bulbs are likely to be the
latter.
Photo attribution: Maja Dumat [CC BY 2.0]
https://www.flickr.com/photos/blumenbiene/5456695264/

‘Couleur Cardinal’ (Triumph) 1845

Scarlet-red, flushed plum. No other red Single Early
Tulip can compare to the rich, dark coloration of this
stunning heirloom. Plus, it is fragrant!1
The colour is wonderfully lustrous, like the most
expensive satin, dull on one side, rich on the other.
Particularly resistant to bad weather.2
Photo attribution: Ruff tuff creampuff [CC0]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tulipa_couleur_cardinal.jpg
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‘Diana’ 1909

Cool ‘Diana’ (named for the goddess of woodlands,
wildlife, and the moon) is an elegant Single Early ivory,
a favourite colour in the stylish new perennial borders
of the Arts and Crafts era.3
The petals are puckered in a marked way down the
midrib. Good in pots.2
Photo attribution: Хомелка [CC BY-SA]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tulipa_'Diana'.jpg

‘Prinses Irene’ (Triumph) 1949

An exotic blend of soft orange, flushed warm purple,
this Single Early 1949 [Royal Horticultural Society’s
Award of Garden Merit]-winner is absolutely
breathtaking and quite fragrant.1
A remarkable tulip. Sport of ‘Couleur Cardinal’, which
is also a winner.2
Photo attribution: Dinkum [CC BY-SA]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tulipes_'Princess_Irene'.jpg

‘Bleu Aimable’ 1916

Not really blue, but a soft, silvery lilac that combines
amiably with just about everything. Even better, its tall,
Single Late graceful blossoms last and last in bloom.3
Sir Daniel Hall, the 1936 President of the Royal National
Tulip Society, condemned its ‘ugly, spreading shape’.2
Photo: Tuula Talvila, Macoun Garden

‘Blue Parrot’ 1935

A sport of the great ‘Bleu Aimable’, this late-blooming
lavender beauty is a cool, sophisticated parrot, with
petals that are gently ruffled rather than jagged and
wild.3
Photo: Tuula Talvila, Macoun Garden

‘Mount Tacoma’ (Double Late) pre-1924

Fragrant Mount Tacoma is a prized, fully double
heirloom with layers of glistening white petals subtly
adorned with green feathering. 1
“Untidy but generous.”2
Photo: Tuula Talvila, Macoun Garden
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Coming up soon!

Daffodils

Daffodils (genus Narcissus) originated in areas around the Mediterranean Sea, with a centre
of diversity in Portugal and Spain, with populations also extending to France, Italy, Israel, and on
the south side of the Mediterranean in Morocco and Libya. Daffodils are in the Amaryllis family
(Amaryllidaceae) and there are approximately 50 species. Like tulips, daffodils have been bred
horticulturally for hundreds of years and today there is a huge number of varieties. Similarly,
they are classified into 13 divisions based on flower characteristics (e.g. length and shape of
trumpet or cup; single or double flowers; number of flowers per stem, etc.). As with tulips, the
Royal Horticultural Society provides the standard for categorization.
Somewhat surprisingly, given the prevalence of daffodils in Ottawa gardens today, the following introduction to Narcissus appears in “Ottawa, A City of Gardens” (1916):
“The Narcissus is not nearly as well known in Ottawa, or, in fact, in Canada, as the Tulip. This
may be due to the fact that many persons think that it is not very hardy. It is certainly not because it lacks beauty, as there is no spring flower which has the breath of spring so much
about it as the Narcissus, nor is there any which is more delicate, chaste and graceful.”
We planted the following daffodil varieties in the Macoun Garden:

‘King Alfred type’ 1899

The early-blooming legendary Trumpet Daffodil King
Alfred, so registered in Great Britain in the 1890s, set
the platinum standard by which all golden-yellow
Trumpet Daffodils have been judged since.1
Photo attribution: Famartin [CC BY-SA]
(see also note about ‘King Alfred’ daffodils)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2018-03-01_11_20_00_King_Alfred_
Daffodil_blooming_next_to_a_White_Fir_seedling_along_Tranquility_Court_in_
the_Franklin_Farm_section_of_Oak_Hill,_Fairfax_County,_Virginia.jpg

‘Mount Hood’ 1930’s

This superb, 4” white Trumpet Daffodil opens early
with a yellow trumpet that gradually turns glistening
ivory-white as the long-lasting blooms mature.1
Photo attribution: Cillas [CC BY-SA]
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
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‘Delnashaugh’

Early- to mid-blooming Double with creamy-white
perianth adorned with short, frilled, apricot-pink cup
segments.1
Photo attribution: Sarah’s Yard [CC BY-NC-ND]
https://www.flickr.com/photos/sarahsyard/5602275836

‘Rip van Winkle’ 1884

Early and dwarf, its spiky little double blooms look
like tiny yellow suns, cactus dahlias, sea anemones,
or even mop-headed elves – depending on your
imagination.3
Photo attribution: Thistle-Garden [CC BY-NC]
https://www.flickr.com/photos/63026284@N05/39245110120

‘Thalia’ 1916

Fragrant early- to mid-blooming Thalia has up to five,
pendant white flowers per stem with recurved petals
and a dainty cup-shaped crown.1
Photo attribution: G Jansoone [CC BY]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Narcissus_Thalia_02.jpg

‘Cheerfulness’ c.1923

A late-flowering fragrant naturalizer, this awardwinning multi-flowering heirloom has clusters of small,
creamy-white double flowers with gentle yellow
flecks.1
Photo attribution: A. Barra [CC BY]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Narcissus_'Cheerfulness'.jpg
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‘King Alfred Type’
Narcissi:
The ‘King Alfred’ narcissus,
the gold standard of the
classic yellow daffodil,
was bred in the late
1800’s by Englishman John
Kendall. Upon its official
introduction, it immediately
began drawing accolades
for its flowers – their
magnificent size, rich
colour, gracefulness and
substance – and in 1899 it
was awarded a First Class
Certificate by the Royal
Horticultural Society.4
For the next half century
or so, ‘King Alfred’ was
the yellow daffodil. During
the 1950’s, breeders
were making continual
improvements to other
varieties of yellow trumpet
daffodils and eventually
these varieties began to be
favoured by growers. Very
few true ‘King Alfred’ bulbs
are grown anymore but
demand for the legendary
‘King Alfred’ name has
persisted and today most
nurseries sell look-alikes
labelled ‘King Alfred type’
or ‘improved King Alfred’.
The bulbs planted for this
project were labelled ‘King
Alfred type’ but are likely
‘Flower Carpet’.

More on the project:
To read more about
the entire 125th/150th Anniversary Project - including
planting plans for the spring
bulbs and perennials, and
historical and current photos - please visit the project’s
webpage: http://ottawahort.
org/qr/home/. A link to this
page can also be found on
the OHS website, under the
Events tab. And when you
are visiting the Ornamental
Gardens at the Farm, you can
use your smartphone to read
the QR codes on the project’s
plaque in the Macoun Garden
and on the information panels
in the pergola, to view pictures, planting plans, and read
about the project in the field.
▪

Sources:
Flower descriptions:
1. John Scheepers, Beauty From
Bulbs, www.johnscheepers.com
2. Pavord, Anna. (1999). The tulip:
The story of a flower that has made
men mad. London: Bloomsbury.
3. Old House Gardens Heirloom
Bulbs, www.oldhousegardens.com
4. The Press. (2007). The King of
daffodils is dead, long live the kings.
Retrieved from:
https://www.thepress.net/living/
the-king-of-daffodils-is-deadlong-live-the-kings/article_7cca5adc-dd3d-583a-ba5ec13b0b88f828.html
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Spring Splendour in Rockcliffe
Park ― The Rockeries and More
BY LO R I GANDY OHS Member

If you’ve never seen the
burst of colour at the Rockeries in Rockcliffe Park, be
sure to visit this spring. The
2.65-hectares of the Rockcliffe
Rockeries are home to a resplendent springtime display
of naturalized daffodils. Hundreds of thousands of these
gorgeous bulbs bloom in May,
just before and during the annual tulip festival, and offer a
stunning counterpoint to the
spring colours bursting from
the flowering trees nearby.
The
Rockeries
are
owned and maintained by the
National Capital Commission
as a public park with paths
and gardens, ideal for strolling,
jogging, walking the dog and
of course admiring the beautiful display of tulips and daffodils in spring.
If you can tear yourself away from the spectacle
of the daffodils, many other
aspects of Rockliffe Park are
worth seeing. As you stroll
around the Park, be sure to
look for these imposing sights:
SOPER’S FOUNTAIN
Soper’s Fountain, the work
of René Bertrand Bouté from
France, was purchased by
Warren Soper at the Paris Salon in 1912 where it was
awarded the “Prix de Paris”. It
was donated to the National
Capital Commission (NCC)
when the nearby Soper property was sold in 1960. Warren
Soper was a pioneering entre-

preneur who opened the first
telephone exchange in Ottawa in 1880 and the first electric street railway in 1891.
CORINTHIAN COLUMNS
A stroll through Rockcliffe Park
will lead to the Ruins, dating
back to 1906, from the former
Carnegie Public Library of Ottawa (later renamed Ottawa
Public Library), which stood at
the corner of Laurier Avenue
and Metcalfe Street until it was
demolished in the early 1970’s.
SPECTACULAR LOOKOUTS
Whether you are on foot, bicycle or in a car, you don’t
want to miss the spectacular
lookouts accessible via the
multi-use pathways and the
Sir George-Étienne Cartier
Parkway. ▪

1

Free parking is available at
Rockcliffe Park from May
to November 1st (weather
permitting) from 7 am to 10
pm, daily. Limited parking time
must be respected. You can
also park on Acacia Avenue
when visiting the Rockeries.

2

Washrooms are available
from May to mid-October,
open 9 am to dusk (no later
than 10 pm), daily. There are
also picnic tables at Rockcliffe
Park so you can enjoy an al
fresco meal in the midst of the
splendour.

3

More information on
the Rockeries and other
sites to visit in Rockcliffe Park,
along with some stunning
photos, can be found at these
websites:
https://rockcliffepark.ca/environmentand-outdoor-spaces/
https://ncc-ccn.gc.ca/places/
rockcliffe-park-and-the-rockeries

A FEW IMPORTANT DETAILS

A FEW IMPORTANT DETAILS

https://ncc-ccn.gc.ca/places/rockcliffe-park-and-the-rockeries
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The

Book Nook
OVER 25 SPRING TITLES
PROVIDED BY THE OTTAWA
PUBLIC LIBRARY

The Collection Development
people at the Ottawa Public
Library have put together
a list of titles added to the
OPL collection along with
resources highlighting the
OHS’s ongoing monthly talks.
Click link below to see the
complete book list from the
library. You can also view
availablility and place a hold
from this link.

positionhttps://ottawa.
bibliocommons.com/list/
share/354296247_collection_
development/1563536789_
ottawa_horticultural_society_
spring_titles

AMONG THE TITLES:
Growing Fruit &
Vegetables in Pots
Garden Design Master Class
Your Well-Being Garden
Grow Your Own Botanicals
Creative Terrariums
Le meilleur du potager
Le guide plantzy

“Cutting Back: My
Apprenticeship in the
Gardens of Kyoto”
BOOK BY LESLIE BUCK
Review by Tuula Talvila OHS Member

As winter was starting I was
eyeing my bookshelves for my next
companion. Recently returned from
a visit to Berkeley and planning a trip
to Japan, it was perfect timing for
“Cutting Back: My Apprenticeship
in the Gardens of Kyoto” by Leslie
Buck, a Berkeley gardener writing
about her three months of training
in Kyoto.
G a rd e n i n g i s s e r i o u s
business in Japan and gardeners
enjoy high status and much
regard. “Almost every person I
met in Kyoto talked about the
craftsmen in a deeply respectful
way. I’d tell them I worked in the
gardens, and they’d ooh and aah
as though I were working on a
doctorate.” Around 1999 when
Buck spent her time there, her
colleague estimated there might
be a thousand gardeners in Kyoto
alone. Of those, only about thirty
were women; she had a challenge
ahead of her to be accepted for
training in such a male-dominated
field, as well as being a foreigner.
Buck’s experiences
navigating such a different world of
both employment and social culture
were fascinating to read about. Her
quest for an apprenticeship began
with first gaining an interview, which
required recommendations and
going to Japan to request the
position in person. After navigating
the inscrutable interview with
the company’s director, she was
granted an apprenticeship at a
renowned horticultural company
in Kyoto, full of master craftsmen
gardeners.
E ve r y t h i n g a b o u t t h e
apprenticeship went against
Buck’s nature and she struggled

w i t h t h e wo r k e nv i ro n m e nt
and expectations. The learning
method is a difficult one of trial
and error, which led to nerveracking moments of self-doubt.
“Sure enough, Bossman came
over and looked at my tree from
top to bottom, burst into laughter
and walked off.” Later, some of
her work is inspected: “He looked
intently for a few seconds, and then
went into a crazy reprimand, yelling
loudly, gesticulating dramatically,
grabbing my Japanese hedge
trimmers and pruning the azalea
much more neatly than I’d done
in my haste. He hesitated only to
glare at me silently and wait for
me to respond.”
The strict hierarchy typical
of a Japanese company was
frustrating. “I didn’t mind the
advanced workers getting to
prune, but [16-year old] Masahiro
was less experienced than I was.
He’d worked only six months as a
gardener, and I had seven years
behind me. He had pruned his
first tree only the day before. Yes, I
knew that, according to Japanese
craftsman hierarchy, he had
seniority because he’d arrived at
the company six months before
me.”
The job was challenging in
all manner of ways: a six-day work
week of arduous physical labour
in all weather conditions; new
tools to get used to (“His karikoma
[hedge shears with long handles
and narrow blades] sang out like
a bird’s melodic tune. Mine cried
like a lost crow - sporadic, loud, and
ineffective.”), as well as traditional
attire such as jikatabi, “dark cloth
booties, with the big toe separated
from the other toes, which made
me look like the cute girlfriend
of the Creature from the Black
Lagoon”. The work pace was very
fast with no conversation and no
allowance for signs of weakness.
“I held back my tears, still trying
to see failure as an opportunity to
Continued on next page
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learn. It just felt hard to be wrong
every day.”
Buck also faced cultural
challenges including language
gaffes, protocol for eating at break
time, and determining how to find
a bathroom to use while working
at a private residence: “Half the
day had passed in the small Kyoto
garden, I’d had morning coffee and
first break green tea...How do the
craftsmen manage, I wondered.
I’d held off, but now I was feeling
some urgency.”
Details of her training and
lovely garden environments were
extremely interesting, but injections
of her personal feelings left me
having to remind myself that the
author was not a whiny, homesick,
self-absorbed 20-year old, but a
whiny, homesick, self-absorbed
35-year old! “I sighed. Here I am,
working alone again in a garden,
with my boyfriend thousands
of miles away.” The book was
derived from her journal and the
reader is privy to her thoughts
and insecurities. “When is break?
Why doesn’t my boyfriend call?” It
was disappointing that there was
not much sign of personal growth
or insight from her experiences.
“I wanted to experience every
aspect of being a Kyoto gardener!
But by lunch, I heard my inner
thoughts whine, This is fine for
a while, but I don’t want to do
[sweeping] all day.” How had the
apprenticeship changed her and
how did it subsequently affect her
work back in Berkeley?
Aside from fuelling my desire
to visit Kyoto’s gardens - she was
privileged to work at gardens
ranging from private to public, at
temples, palaces, and a geisha
house - I also picked up a few
new things. This winter whenever
I’ve seen a tree holding onto its
dead and dried leaves I think “Ah,
marcescence”. Because Buck
worked with a crew of tree pruners,
she describes technicalities of
pru ni ng but I also ca me to

Tuula Talvila

appreciate its aesthetic aspirations.
“ A h u n d re d t i ny c o n n e c te d
branches on Nakaji’s thinned-out
pine looked like a human body
exposed, with veins smoothly
flowing throughout.”
Japanese gardens are often
designed to mimic nature. “The
miniaturized and overly sheared
Japanese gardens I’d expected
were surprisingly absent. Most
of the gardens were designed
and pruned to look so sincere that
visitors might think they’d stepped
into a piece of forest left behind
in the city.” In fact, that a garden
had been ‘designed’ at all may be
invisible: “...all the plants and trees
at Shisendo had been meticulously
styled and pruned for more than
three centuries. Still, the garden
looked and felt as though it had
been plucked out of nature.”
The weakest parts of the
book involve Buck’s personal life,
with too little detail for the reader
to develop much empathy or
interest, and the book would’ve
been stronger either without it
entirely or else with some of it more
fully-examined. From the start,
she expresses angst about her
boyfriend back home and their
future. “Taylor had written just twice

since I arrived a month before.
Why hasn’t he emailed me more?”
Given her frequent observations
of handsome Japanese men, her
relationship seemed doomed, and
I wasn’t surprised to encounter
more angst over feelings for a
co-worker. These sidelines were
sprinkled throughout but never
spun into a compelling personal
narrative. Nevertheless, I was still
somewhat disappointed not to find
out what did happen when she and
Taylor were reunited, after having
to listen to her angsty pining.
“Cutting Back” made for a
fascinating insider’s look at what
it’s like to be a foreign woman
working for a top-notch Japanese
horticulture firm and the writing
frequently had evocative turns of
phrase (“The moonlight struck the
little pine in the courtyard garden,
rendering its needles a mass of
green spider legs”). Unfortunately,
the author’s personality at times
got in the way of an otherwise good
book. Given Leslie Buck’s expertise
in pruning, the book would have
been made stronger with some
judicious cutting back to some of
the weaker limbs of her narrative.
▪
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The OHS

Shows Corner
A NOTE FOR EXHIBITORS &

POTENTIAL NEW EXHIBITORS
BY M AUR E E N MAR K Convenor
It is never too early to start
planning for the Spring Show,
especially as we have not had a
show in early June for many years.
Take some time on those snowy,
rainy, inclement weather days to
review the Show Schedule starting
on page 34 of the Yearbook. Then
start considering what plants might
be at peak bloom for the show.
Start grooming your indoor plants
now for Classes 1-12. Note that
we have a special class for plants
that have been maintained by your
family for generations. Tidy them
up and bring them in. We would
love to see what plants endure the
passage of time.
Maybe this is the year that you
can bring a Special Exhibit. Are you
planning on putting together some
planters for the house? We have
a new class for an annual planter.
Start thinking about what container
you might use and then pick out
three or more annuals when you
are checking out all the new plants
at the nursery. Put them together
at least a week before the show so
that they can settle in. Then bask
in the admiration of your fellow
members.
Check out the possible awards on
page 35. Each award comes with
a cash prize of $20. And don’t forget
to register your entries to earn plant
bucks. You get one plant buck per
entry that can be used to buy plants
at OHS plant sales in 2021.

VOTE FOR A
NATIONAL LICHEN!
A group of scientists passionate about the importance
of lichens in Canada is asking Canadians to vote on a
proposed national species. Voters can choose from a
list of seven candidates until March 20, 2020, by visiting
nature.ca/lichenvote.
The scientists make the case that lichens are diverse and
ecologically important, with Canada having among the
highest lichen biomass globally. Evocative names, such
as Horsehair Lichen, Elegant Sunburst Lichen, and StarTipped Reindeer Lichen, convey the diversity of these
unique organisms — part fungi and part algae and/or
cyanobacteria.
There are more than 2,500 species of lichens in Canada.
The environments where lichens are most abundant
— the boreal forest and arctic-alpine — cover most of
Canada’s large land mass. Lichens are among the first
colonizers of bare rock and prevent erosion by stabilizing
soil. They provide food, shelter and camouflage for
animals, and have been used in traditional medicines and
dyes. Lichens are also useful indicators of air quality. ▪

The Benefits of No-Till Farming
on Living Soils
BY D O UG B I S HO P Co-Owner of Larkspur Farm

The term ‘no-till’ first
came to my attention in the
spring of 2018, while working
at an organic farm in Grey
County, Ontario. At this
particular farm, like at many
farms in Canada, we were
using a tractor-powered
roto-tiller to cultivate the
soil before planting out
vegetable crops. There was
a noticeable benefit in being

able to quickly clear away
old crops and weeds to make
it easier to then transplant
and direct seed the beds.
Although the tractor does a
great job at this, these short
term gains can start to have
lasting negative effects in
the longer term. In response
to these effects, many
farmers today are practising
no-till. Although the term is
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loosely defined, it is essentially
the practice of reducing
or eliminating mechanical
cultivation of the soil. But what
are the longer-term effects of
tillage? How does no-till work
and what are its benefits?
Frequently throughout
that summer, I saw the effects
that mechanical cultivation
was having on the soil
structure, the life in the soil and
the quality of the vegetables
that were growing. Because
of the enormous weight of the
tractor, the soil that is under the
layer being tilled is repeatedly
pressed downwards. Over
time, this leads to what is
known as a “hardpan,” which
is a dense layer of compacted
soil below the tilled surface
layer. This can limit a plant’s
ability to access nutrients
from the deeper soil layers,
greatly impacting its ability to
grow. Hardpans also prevent
water from draining down
through the soil layers, leading
to pooling and flooding in the
springtime.
As I mentioned before,
tilling is a good way of killing
weeds, but this is only true
in the short term. In your
home garden or on your
farm, weed seeds have been
accumulating in the soil over
many years. Seeds from
weeds like grasses, lamb’s
quarters and dandelions can
remain viable in the soil for
many years, just waiting for
that first glimpse of sunshine
in order to sprout. When a
farmer or home gardener
tills their soil to get rid of their
weeds, they are giving the
new dormant weed seeds
that opportunity. Over time

weed pressure is made worse
by repeated tillage as more
and more seeds are brought
to the surface of the soil.
Another impact that
tilling has is on the biology
in the soil. If you have ever
taken a handful of soil from
the forest floor and studied
it closely, you probably saw
some small insects and
maybe even some strands of
fungi woven through it. There
is also much more that you did
not see, such as microscopic
bacteria and nematodes. Like
all animals, these microfauna
live in a fine balance with
their environment. They play
vital roles in cycling nutrients,
decomposing plant matter
and making minerals available
for plants to take up through
their roots. Plants have been
evolving over millennia to live
symbiotically with microfauna
as they too call the soil
“home” and depend on it
for their survival. As a plant
grows, it uses sunlight, carbon
dioxide and water to form
carbohydrates that it uses
to form new tissue and fruit.
The plant also sends these
carbohydrates, or sugars,
down into its roots in what are
called root exudates. Fungi
and bacteria love to eat these
sugars and begin to colonize
the area around the roots.
But the plants are not giving
it away for free. In exchange,
the fungi and bacteria draw
vital minerals towards the
plant’s roots. This mutual
exchange begins to form what
is known as the soil food web.
Tilling the soil is like taking the
soil food web and putting it
inside a blender. The delicate

relationships that have been
forming over time between
the fungi, bacteria and insects
are quickly destroyed. This has
dramatic impacts on a plant’s
ability to grow to become a
nutritious crop as it can no
longer access the nutrients
that are made available by a
well-functioning soil food web.
If this is at all unclear, I
once heard a good analogy
that helped me to understand
the role of the soil food web.

If you imagine the soil as
a city, the plants would
be the people and the
microbial and fungal
networks would act as the
powerlines, the streets and
the water mains. When
fully functional, the city
allows the people to have
electricity, access space
to move around and water
to drink. In the event of a
catastrophic earthquake
all of the infrastructure
would be destroyed and
it would become very
difficult for people to
survive.
To our plants, tilling acts
just like that earthquake as
they now have to struggle to
access the things they need. In
summary, a healthy soil food
web helps to grow healthier
plants and healthier people
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who then eat those plants.
Recently, no-till practices have caught on with many
growers in Canada who are
concerned about these and
other problems that they are
facing. These practices offer many solutions that make
farming more regenerative
rather than degenerative and
can also make farms more
enjoyable places to be in and
ultimately more profitable too.
One such practice is using
black plastic silage tarps to
prepare beds rather than tilling them. You start by laying
out a large tarp over a section of a field that you want to
prepare and securing it using
sandbags or burying it using soil. Over the course of a
few weeks, the plant residues
along with the weeds are killed
off by the lack of sunlight. New
weed seeds germinate in the
extra warmth under the tarp
and are then killed off as well.
When you pull off the tarp
after a few weeks, the soil is
free of weeds and ready to be
planted in again. In essence,
you are doing the work of a
tractor, without compacting
your soil and without compromising the function of the soil
food web.
On our farm, we only
use practices that contribute
to enhancing the living soil so
that the vegetables that we
grow will have access to the
right amount of nutrients that
they need to be healthy. One
such technique is leaving the
roots of vegetable plants in
the ground whenever possible. In the example of lettuce,
after we cut the heads away
from the roots we will leave

the roots in the soil. This does
two things: it continues to feed
the bacteria and fungi while it
decomposes and when a new
vegetable is planted, those
microbial and fungal networks
are close-by and the process
can continue forward. If we
were to simply till the soil after
harvesting, we would be setting this process back to the
beginning. In a home garden,
instead of pulling out annuals
in the fall it is better to simply
cut them at the base to leave
the root systems in the soil.
This will continue to feed the
soil food web over the winter
and those root systems will
decompose and form new
humus. It is also much easier
on the back not to be pulling
out deeply rooted plants every
fall.
This year, we are experimenting with using cover crops as a “living mulch”.
Cover crops, like rye grass,
can grow quite tall over the
course of a season. Over the
winter, the rye remains in the
soil and in the following spring
it starts to grow back. The
idea is to crimp the rye grass,
effectively killing it but instead
of removing it or tilling it under, to leave it in place to act
like a mulch that will keep the
soil moist and prevent weeds
from growing. We hope that
this can offer an alternative to
using plastic mulches that are
made from fossil fuels.
It is important to remember that these techniques of no-till are not meant
to be divisive or dogmatic.
Many farmers have great success practising all kinds of different styles of farming. In fact,

tilling can sometimes be the
only way for farmers to break
new ground or begin to work
in degraded soil.

The aim of no-till is not to
single out certain farmers,
or to create a hierarchy.
Instead, its aim is to offer
growers new tools that they
can use to build healthier soil,
enhance their soil food web,
and to grow nutritious food things that all farmers want
and can agree on.
If you want to learn more about
farmers who are practising notill and its benefits you can check
out the links below.
http://www.singingfrogsfarm.com/
https://neversinkcourses.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=am0kpTw9c1M
https://www.soilfoodweb.com/
https://kisstheground.com/

Doug Bishop is co-owner of
Larkspur Farm with his partner Alix Tabet. He is a first
generation ecological farmer
from Toronto currently farming on rented land near Buckingham, Quebec.
For more information about
Doug and Larkspur Farm you
can visit larkspurfarm.net or
follow them on Instagram
@larkspurfarm. ▪
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https://www.arkbooks.com/shop/minisweetgrass

SWEETGRASS
BY S .A.M. M C C UE OHS Member

When I was planning
my current garden I knew
that, in addition to the culinary
herbs that I would use in my
cooking, I also wanted to try
growing medicinal herbs. I
have done this with varying
degrees of success for more
than 12 years – depending
on the herb, depending on
the weather, depending on
my gardening care. Of all the
varieties I grow, I must say that
my greatest success - though,
after you read this, you may be
hesitant to call it my success has been sweetgrass.
Hierochloe odorata or
wiingwashk in the language
of my husband’s Anishnaabe
people is the one plant in
my garden that some might
consider invasive but which
I consider living gold. That

sweetgrass does so well in my
garden is a story in itself but,
first, I should tell you about my
relationship with sweetgrass.
My earliest memory of
the scent was when, as a small
child, I drove with my parents to
visit my paternal grandparents
on their farm. It was a long
10 hour (in those days) drive
from the Ottawa Valley almost
to Sault Ste. Marie. Without the
assorted devices that keep
children occupied these days
I expect that it was difficult
for my parents to answer the
endless whine of “How much
longer?” I’m sure that they
did their best to fill the time
but stops would have been a
welcome break for all of us. I
remember my mother saying,
“Oh, look there are Indians
(that’s what everyone called
them in those days, including
they, themselves). They’ll be
selling blueberries. We could
take some to your parents.”
So we stopped. In addition to

the blueberries, small round
ash baskets were also on offer
and my mother bought one to
use as a sewing basket. Back
in the car, she showed it to
me and I will never forget the
sweet smell of the grass that
was woven around the edge
of the lid. That was my first
encounter with sweetgrass.
My husband is Anishnaabe. In his culture, sweetgrass is good medicine. It is
sometimes hung in a bundle
with yarrow and sage. Yarrow was said to ward off evil;
sweetgrass was to attract
good.
Herbs, in any form,
were difficult to find in the
1970s when I was planning a
garden. In fact, the only herbs
most people had heard of
were parsley, sage, rosemary,
and thyme. Otto Richter, an
Austrian immigrant, founded
an herb nursery with his wife in
1969 and they published their
first mail-order catalogue
in 1970. I have been buying
herbs from that nursery
since I had my first garden in
Peterborough at that time.
Richter’s was little more than
an hour away so a friend and
I drove there one late spring
day once our children were at
school. It was a much more
modest
establishment
in
those days but my purchases
included my first bay plant and
tarragon, the granddaughter
of which is still in my garden.
When I was setting
up my present-day garden I
took a (much longer) trip to
Richter’s which had expanded
to multiple greenhouses and
many times the kinds of herbs
that I had first encountered
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there. I had multiple choices
for many varieties but while I
wandered I saw some small
pots of sweetgrass. I plucked
one up and added it to the
others in my tray. Back home,
I sunk it in a larger pot to keep
it contained. It came back
every year but it certainly did
not thrive. Then, a few years
ago, a bit escaped so I pulled
it up. It is grass after all and I
was already having enough
trouble with what snuck under
the fence from my neighbour.
The next year there was more,

the sweetgrass is burned to
create smoke that is then
drawn over the person or the
area to be purified. For a few
years now, my son and I sit at
the table in my garden of a
summer afternoon with one
of our two yearly sweetgrass
harvests. We drink tea and
talk and braid. Sometimes
his daughter joins us. Many
of the braids are used in the
traditional sweats in which my
son participates. The others
are given to friends or those in
need of healing and comfort.

https://www.gardenguides.com/75518-grow-northern-sweetgrass.html

and even more the year after.
I learned to easily identify and
separate it from what my
neighbour was not controlling
(thanks to that pot I had
planted). But now there was
enough that I could harvest
it. So I did, making sure not to
strip it all so that I would not
damage the source.
My sweetgrass harvest
is used to make braids for
smudge.
Smudging is a
purification
ritual
where

This past year I was
given a book called "Braiding
Sweetgrass" by Robin Wall
Kimmerer. The author is
a scientist of Indigenous
background. In it, I found
the answer to my abundant
sweetgrass harvest. In her
book, Dr. Kimmerer describes
a study done by her and her
graduate students at the
request of some Indigenous
elders who were concerned
because the sweetgrass was

disappearing from some areas
known to have supported it in
years past. Over a few years,
the researchers compared
sweetgrass that had been
cut with that which had
been pulled up. These were
compared to a control group
that remained untouched.
What surprised the scientists
was that the least vigorous
of the plants was the control
group. The other two groups
had thrived.
This gave credence to
a further observation of the
elders that there did seem
to be sweetgrass near the
communities that were still
making traditional baskets. So,
the answer to my own garden
observation was that I was not
killing out the sweetgrass by
harvesting it or pulling it out.
The only one I was doing that
to was the clump I had set in
the pot. As with so much in life,
something thrives when it is
useful.
Because it is sacred,
sweetgrass
should
never
be sold. It should be gifted.
Richter’s no longer sells it but
I do not know if it is because
they have been approached
by Indigenous people or
by gardeners who found it
invasive. I am grateful that I
have it in my garden and that I
have been able to share it.

Surely, that is one of
the pleasures of being a
gardener – the ability to
share our bounty with
those who will make use of
and appreciate it. ▪
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ABOUT US
This Newsletter is published by
the Ottawa Horticultural Society
(OHS) and is distributed to OHS
members free of charge.
https://www.agac.gen.tr/palamut-agaci.html

Is there a...

special tree in your life?
Trees are all around us,
and it is far too easy to take
them for granted. But trees
can play an important role in
neighbourhoods and communities, as well as in our lives.
Often soaring and majestic,
sometimes gnarled and ancient, they can encapsulate
history because of their age.
Others can survive and even
thrive despite adverse conditions, illustrating the resilience
of nature. Trees can be the
centrepieces of gardens and
parks, offer shade, or provide
protection from the elements.
We can sit and read, play
games, or enjoy picnics underneath certain trees.

Is there a tree in your
neighbourhood that has special meaning for you? A tree
that evokes fond memories or
one that you find yourself inspired by? Or perhaps there’s
a tree in the Arboretum or
Gatineau Park that you love to
visit?
We want to showcase
some of the beloved and most
beautiful trees in the National
Capital Region. Please send in
your nominations by April 30,
2020 to jamesrossrobertson@
gmail.com. Please include a photo if possible and a brief writeup of why this tree is special.
Use your imagination – we look
forward to hearing from you. ▪

We depend on our members for
ideas, articles and information
about what is going on in the
gardening community.
PLEASE SEND YOUR SUBMISSIONS
TO: info@ottawahort.org
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Follow us on Facebook
EXCHANGE GARDENING TIPS, MEET FELLOW GARDENERS AND
CHECK OUT WHAT PEOPLE ARE GROWING IN YOUR CITY!

Visit Ottawahort.org

COMM UN I T Y

STAY UP TO DATE ON CURRENT EVENTS IN OHS OR
REVISIT THE PAST ARCHIVES.
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